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PAPER

Understanding of Network Operator-Friendly P2P Traffic Control
Techniques

HyunYong LEE†∗a), Nonmember and Akihiro NAKAO††b), Member

SUMMARY In the network operator-friendly P2P traffic control tech-
nique such as P4P, peers are supposed to select their communication part-
ners by following a guidance issued by the network operator. Thus, the
guidance has significant impact on the traffic control. However, detailed
performance study of available guidances is missing. Most existing ap-
proaches do not show how they affect intra-domain traffic control in detail
while mostly focusing on inter-domain traffic control. In this paper, we try
to understand how the guidances affect the intra and inter-domain traffic
control for better guidance improving the traffic control. Through simula-
tions, we reveal the following. The performance-based guidance reflecting
the networking status shows attractive results in distributing the traffic over
intra-domain links and in reducing the cross-domain traffic and the charg-
ing volume of inter-domain link compared to the distance-based guidance
enforcing simple localization. However, the performance-based guidance
shows one limitation that can cause unstable traffic control. To overcome
the identified limitation, we propose peer-assisted measurement and traffic
estimation approach. Then, we verify our approach through simulations.
key words: P2P traffic control, network operator-friendly, performance
study

1. Introduction

The network operator-friendly P2P traffic control tech-
nique [3]–[11] has been proposed to gain control over peer-
to-peer (P2P) traffic, which has recently increased signifi-
cantly [1]. In this technique, peers are supposed to select
their communication partners by following a guidance is-
sued by the network operator so that the network operator
can control the traffic as it wants without sacrificing P2P
system performance. The existing work has shown that the
network operators can successfully achieve their traffic con-
trol objectives (e.g., reduced cross-domain traffic) while the
peers can actually achieve better performance with the tech-
nique than without it.

Even though the network operator-friendly traffic con-
trol techniques have different architectures, they can gener-
ate same guidances that can be grouped into two types: the
distance-based guidance and the performance-based guid-
ance [15]. The distance-based guidance reflects underlying
network topology and can be generated based on topologi-
cal distances (expressed in the number of autonomous sys-
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tems (ASes) or router hops) and physical distance (based on
knowledge of the approximate geolocation). On the other
hand, the performance-based guidance reflects dynamic net-
working status such as minimum achievable throughput and
maximum round-trip time. Different guidances may lead to
different traffic control results, since the guidance affects the
traffic generation of peers. However, detailed performance
study of the two guidances is missing while existing work
just shows its feasibility in specific environment.

The most existing work tries to turn the inter-domain
traffic into the intra-domain traffic (i.e., traffic localization)
while do not showing how the localized traffic impacts on
intra-domain traffic control in detail. If the locality is en-
forced without enough consideration on intra-domain traf-
fic, (e.g., each peer simply downloads content from the clos-
est peer), some peers may encounter congested intra-domain
links. The problem may get worse as volume of the local-
ized traffic increases as a result of the successful traffic lo-
calization.

This paper elaborates a performance study of the guid-
ances in intra and inter-domain traffic control for better guid-
ance that may improve the traffic control. We conduct a se-
ries of simulations based on the network topology that is
built based on our observation of real BitTorrent swarms
with following techniques: BitTorrent with the distance-
based guidance (DG) and BitTorrent with the performance-
based guidance (PG). We also include vanilla BitTorrent
(BT) as a base case where no guidance is available.

Through simulations, we reveal that the adoption of
networking status in PG leads to attractive results in dis-
tributing the traffic over intra-domain links and in reducing
the cross-domain traffic and the charging volume of inter-
domain link compared to DG. On the other hand, DG en-
forcing the traffic localization without considering the net-
working status just shows slight performance improvement
compared to BT. However, PG shows one limitation, can be
called guidance dependency problem, that may cause unsta-
ble traffic control. To overcome the identified limitation, we
propose a peer-assisted measurement scheme and a traffic
estimation-based guidance generation approach. The simu-
lation results show the feasibility of our guideline.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains simulation environment. Section 3 shows our main
observations from the simulation and Sect. 4 discusses our
guideline to overcome the identified limitation. Section 5
introduces related work and Sect. 6 concludes this paper.
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2. Simulation Setup

We utilize ns-2 simulator [22] with following settings. For
the network topology, we have first collected the peer ad-
dresses by joining BitTorrent swarms with more than 350
torrents downloaded from IsoHunt [23]. From this measure-
ment, we have data of 67,697 peers. To identify AS of the
peers, we use Cymru AS mapping service [24] that maps an
IP address to the AS that it belongs to. In case of when the
peer belongs to multiple ASes, we use the result shown first.
The peers are distributed over 6,019 ASes in total. Among
the ASes, we have randomly chosen 5 ASes with more than
200 peers so that we can build a topology including var-
ious inter-domain link types (Fig. 1). ASes with number
in Fig. 1 are the ASes we have chosen for the simulations
and remaining ASes are on routing path between the chosen
ASes. We use RouteViews [26] data showing the relation-
ship between arbitrary two ASes (e.g., customer, peer, or
provider) to identify the relationship between ASes. We use
FixedOrbit.com [25] service to identify the routing path be-
tween the chosen ASes. For intra-domain topology of the
chosen ASes, we utilize RocketFuel [27] data. As a back-
ground traffic, we generate different amount of constant bit
rate flows on intra-domain links (from 0% to 30% of link
capacity) and symmetric constant bit flows between ASes
(i.e., 10% of link capacity).

We use BitTorrent [2] (the number of peers returned by
tracker is 50 and there are three initial seeders) and 25 MB
(256 KB) sized content (chunk). Peers join a swarm ran-
domly from 0 to 10 seconds after simulation starts and leave
the swarm after completing the download. We use 1160
peers for all simulations. We set download and upload ca-
pacity of the peer as 1500 Kbps and 500 Kbps, respectively.
We divide the peers into the guided peers that follow the
guidance and the non-guided peers that do not follow the
guidance. To study an effect of cooperation of the peers, we
conduct simulations with different ratio of the guided peers
(i.e., 100%, 70%, 50%, and 30%). For the sake of simplic-
ity, DG/PG GP indicates DG/PG with GP% of guided peers.
The non-guided peers generate variable non-guided traffic in
addition to the constant background traffic.

For performance comparison, we first implement BT
that is used as the basis of performance comparison. For
DG, we design BitTorrent tracker so that it returns neighbor-

Fig. 1 Simulation topology.

ing peers close to a newly joining peer in terms of AS hops
instead of controlling peer communications based on net-
work distance during BitTorrent swarming. By doing this,
we try to provide sufficient connectivity required for good
performance in content sharing while still allowing peers
to communicate with peers close to themselves [20]. For
enough connectivity with outside, the tracker returns 50%
of peers from inside AS and 50% of peers from outside AS.
For PG, we follow the basic approach of DG while using ad-
ditional information, since the basic concept of the network
operator-friendly traffic control technique is to download a
file from nearby peers. We use a link utilization to generate
the guidance about network scope n from the perspective of
network scope m during ith interval as follows.†

pnm
i = 1 − maxk=1,...,H

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
slk

i−1

clk ∗ T

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (1)

where lk is a kth link of the path from NSn to NSm, H is
the number of links of the path, slk

i−1 is total traffic volume
through lk during (i-1)th interval, clk is a link capacity of
lk, and T is a time interval for guidance generation. The
guided peers generate the traffic proportional to the guid-
ance during next interval. In our simulations, T is 5 sec-
onds.†† To control the traffic generation, we use BitTor-
rent’s ‘INTERESTED’ message, since the message triggers
chunk transfer if the request is unchoked.††† We implement
guidance servers to maintain the allowable number of ‘IN-
TERESTED’ messages that may be transmitted between an
arbitrary pair of NSes.

3. Performance Study

We run each simulation 10 times and show the average
across the results.

3.1 Intra-Domain

One of the main goals in the intra-domain traffic control is
to distribute the traffic evenly over the intra-domain links so
that the network operator can provision more bandwidth for
improved services [6]. Thus, we focus on the above point.
Followings are main observations that are consistent with
the results from the five intra-domain topologies. In intra-
domain case, NS is an IP prefix.

We first examine how much traffic is generated on
intra-domain links (i.e., traffic overhead over intra-domain
links). In Table 1, IN and OUT are amount of traffic that

†Network scope (NS) is a cluster sharing the same IP network
prefix. For example, network scope can be IP prefix in intra-
domain case and AS in inter-domain case.
††We use 5 sec interval, since the simulation terminates around

1000 seconds. In a real world, 5 min that is a usual interval for
charging volume data collection can be used.
†††We say that peer A is unchoked by peer B when B is willing

to send data to A who issued a data request to B.
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(a) MLU - BT and DG (b) MLU - PG (c) CCR

Fig. 2 Traffic distribution over intra-domain links.

(a) DG 50 (b) PG 50 (c) DG 100 (d) PG 100

Fig. 3 Guided traffic oscillation.

Table 1 Traffic overhead over intra-domain link.

IN/OUT Average hops

BT 0.122 1.377

DG 100 1.302 1.366
DG 70 1.036 1.382
DG 50 0.832 1.4
DG 30 0.562 1.378

PG 100 1.564 1.376
PG 70 1.08 1.376
PG 50 0.807 1.379
PG 30 0.574 1.394

is generated within same NS and from other NSes, respec-
tively. IN/OUT means the ratio of IN to OUT. For exam-
ple, low IN/OUT ratio means that much traffic is generated
over intra-domain links. Average hops is the average num-
ber of intra-domain links used for downloading the chunks
from the other NSes. The absence of guidance in BT re-
sults in the highest traffic overhead. On the other hand, DG
and PG show less traffic overhead than BT, since the peers
more often select the peers of same NS. The guidance, how-
ever, does not affect the content download path length, even
though IN is much increased by the guidance. DG and PG
show similar results. Basically, BT and DG/PG 100 show
how the guided peers and the non-guided peers affect the
traffic overhead. Even though the traffic overhead increases
as the ratio of guided peers decreases, since the non-guided
peers generate the non-guided traffic, DG/PG 30 show still
better results than BT. Above results show that the close-
ness that is common in DG and PG can reduce the traffic
overhead while the content download path length does not
much change by the guidance.

We examine how the traffic is distributed over intra-
domain links by using maximum link utilization (MLU)

(Fig. 2). BT has no guidance except its peering policy. As
a result, the traffic is unevenly distributed over intra-domain
links, which results in the highest MLU. DG and PG show
better traffic distribution compared to BT by using the guid-
ance reducing the traffic overhead. PG shows better traffic
distribution compared to DG by reflecting the dynamic net-
working status. Like the case of the traffic overhead, higher
ratio of guided peers leads to better results. To study the
traffic distribution from somewhat different aspect, we ex-
amine how the guided traffic affects the link congestion. The
guided traffic is the traffic that is generated by the request of
the guided peers. For this, we define congestion contribu-
tion ratio (CCR) as (Guided traffic volume / Link capacity)
* Link utilization. Intuitively, an intra-domain link is more
likely to be congested by the guided traffic as an link uti-
lization is higher and a guided traffic volume is larger (i.e.,
high CCR value). As shown in Fig. 2 (c), PG shows lower
CCR than DG, which means that PG guides the guided peers
to avoid highly utilized links. Above results show that PG
reflecting the dynamic networking status through the link
utilization is better than DG simply preferring close peers
in distributing the traffic over the intra-domain links, even
though two approaches show similar traffic overhead.

To examine a stability of traffic control, we exam-
ine a degree of guided traffic oscillation over intra-domain
links. For this, we define traffic oscillation factor (TOF)

as (
D

ek
i−1∑
D

ek
i−1

− D
ek
i∑
D

ek
i

)2, where Dek
i is a traffic volume through

link ek during ith interval and ek is a kth intra-domain link
that is connected to given certain NS. Simply, high TOF
value means high traffic oscillation. To show TOF, we se-
lect one NS showing representative result while most NSes
show similar results. As shown in Fig. 3, PG shows higher
TOF than DG, since PG generates the guidance by reflecting
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Fig. 4 Distribution of intra and inter-domain traffic.

the dynamic networking status. Intuitively, the oscillation is
somewhat natural result of PG’s adaptation to the dynamic
networking status. We, however, observe this traffic oscil-
lation even with static background traffic (Fig. 3 (d)). Note
that there is only static background traffic in PG 100 case.
The traffic oscillation problem will be discussed later in de-
tail.

In summary, the closeness that is common in DG and
PG reduces the traffic overhead compared to BT. The adop-
tion of dynamic networking status in PG leads to the im-
proved traffic distribution compared to DG, even though PG
and DG show similar traffic overhead. PG, however, shows
the traffic oscillation problem that may cause unstable traffic
control.

3.2 Inter-Domain

The main goal of the inter-domain traffic control is to re-
duce the cross-domain traffic that can increase the opera-
tional cost. Thus, we focus on the cross-domain traffic and
its relevant effect on the charging volume of transit link and
the Out:In ratio of peering link. Here, NS is a AS.

We first examine the distribution of intra-domain and
inter-domain traffic volume (Fig. 4). DG and PG reduce the
cross-domain traffic compared to BT. In addition, PG fur-
ther reduces the cross-domain traffic compared to DG. Actu-
ally, with PG, the peers try to control their traffic generation
according to the guidance and thus some communications
across NSes are restricted. On the other hand, the peers
with DG do not have any restriction for their communica-
tions except link capacity. This result shows that the traffic
localization that is common in DG and PG is the main fac-
tor for reducing the cross-domain traffic and that additional
scheme of PG leads to additional improvement.

Table 2 shows how the transit traffic (i.e., traffic
through the transit link) affects the charging volume. In the
transit link case, the customer has to pay corresponding fee
(e.g., proportional to the charging volume) to its provider
providing Internet connection through the transit link. The
charging volume is calculated based on the 95th-percentile
charging model. DG and PG reduce the traffic through tran-
sit links and the corresponding charging volume compared
to BT. In addition, PG reduces the traffic through transit
links further compared to DG and this leads to the reduced
charging volume.

Peering link is usually free to send traffic. There ex-

Table 2 Traffic through transit links and charging volume.

Transit traffic (Mbits) Charging (Mbps)

BT 40000 251

DG 100 26227 209
DG 70 32135 226
DG 50 34576 229
DG 30 38266 234

PG 100 21668 201
PG 70 25509 208
PG 50 29104 222
PG 30 30743 226

Table 3 Out:In ratio of each peering link.

AS4 AS5
Link1 Link2 Link1 Link2

BT 1.613 0.841 0.894 0.569

DG 100 0.99 1.034 0.955 1.035
DG 70 1.156 0.754 0.929 0.632
DG 50 1.213 0.658 0.902 0.579
DG 30 1.339 0.684 0.91 0.587

PG 100 1.123 1.059 0.874 0.853
PG 70 1.039 0.699 0.898 0.613
PG 50 1.037 0.598 0.978 0.586
PG 30 1.146 0.644 0.966 0.621

Table 4 Traffic distribution over peering links.

AS4 AS5

BT 0.761 0.852

DG 100 0.677 0.677
DG 70 0.734 0.756
DG 50 0.797 0.821
DG 30 0.803 0.829

PG 100 0.568 0.599
PG 70 0.654 0.699
PG 50 0.764 0.776
PG 30 0.783 0.79

ist, however, some requirements for continuous peering re-
lationship between NSes. Among various technical require-
ments of the peering link, Out:In ratio is considered as one
of the most important factors to be satisfied. Thus, we ex-
amine that aspect. To examine Out:In ratio of each peering
link, we choose AS4 and AS5 with only two peering links
(Table 3). Even though the guidance of DG and PG does not
reflect the Out:In requirement, DG and PG show improved
results in most cases compared to BT. DG and PG show
similar results.

Now, we examine how the traffic is distributed over two
peering links in AS4 and AS5 (Table 4). Table 4 shows a ra-
tio of traffic through one peering link to total traffic volume.
Simply, high ratio indicates that much traffic is generated
through one link, which means uneven traffic distribution
over two peering links. PG shows improved traffic distri-
bution compared to BT and DG as already shown in intra-
domain case and supports our previous observations.

In summary, DG and PG utilizing the traffic localiza-
tion in common can reduce the cross-domain traffic volume
and the charging volume compared to BT. However, DG
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enforcing the traffic localization without reflecting the net-
working status just shows slight performance improvement
compared to BT. On the other hand, PG improves the per-
formance further by enabling the peers to distribute the traf-
fic over inter-domain links.

4. Discussion

The adoption of dynamic networking status in PG leads to
better traffic control than DG simply preferring close peers
in intra-domain and inter-domain. PG, however, shows
one potential limitation (i.e., traffic oscillation problem) as
shown before. The traffic oscillation problem is caused by a
guidance dependency problem where new guidance reflects
networking status including the guided traffic by old guid-
ance. In other words, the guidance (that controls generation
of the guided traffic and as a result affects networking status)
and the networking status (that affects the guidance genera-
tion) depend on each other. Let assume two links lk1 and lk2

with same link capacity, where slk1
i−1 > slk2

i−1. Then the guid-
ance server may give more preferable guidance to lk2 for ith
interval. After ith interval, if slk2

i > slk1
i by much guided

traffic on lk2, the guidance server may give more preferable
guidance to lk1 for (i+1)th interval and this may lead to much
guided traffic on lk1 during (i+1)th interval, which means an
oscillation of traffic volume between two links. The guid-
ance dependency problem may prevent the network operator
from understanding networking status accurately and lead to
suboptimal traffic control.

One possible approach to solve the guidance depen-
dency problem is to distinguish the guided traffic and the
non-guided traffic so that new guidance does not reflect the
guided traffic by old guidance. For this, we need to mea-
sure the guided traffic and the non-guided traffic, which may
cause flow-level traffic measurement and analysis overhead.
Moreover, measuring the P2P traffic has various obstacles
including dynamic port change and data encryption and this
may result in measurement errors [17].

We propose one method utilizing the reports of guided
peers to solve the guidance dependency problem while
avoiding the measurement overhead and error (Fig. 5). We
believe that this method can be applied to the guidance us-
ing traffic volume-related information like the link utiliza-
tion. Every interval for the guidance generation, the guided
peers report information about their guided traffic (includ-

Fig. 5 Peer report-based traffic distinction.

ing communication partner who sent traffic to themselves
and corresponding traffic volume) during previous interval
to the network operator. Then, the network operator can
calculate the guided traffic volume of certain link, since it
knows a routing path and the guided traffic is only gener-
ated by requests of the guided peers. The network operator
can calculate the non-guided traffic volume by subtracting
the guided traffic volume from the total traffic volume that
can be acquired through SNMP query to its routers. We
believe that this approach does not cause noticeable mea-
surement overhead to the peers, since making a simple log
about the received guided traffic is enough for the traffic in-
formation. This approach may allow the network operator
to distinguish the guided and non-guided traffic with low
measurement overhead and to generate better guidance by
avoiding the guidance dependency problem.

As one application way of the peer-assisted approach
for the guidance generation, the network operator may be
able to estimate an allowable guided traffic volume that can
be used by the guided peers for next interval (e.g., ith inter-
val in following examples) as follows (Fig. 6):

glk
i−1 =

|A|∑

n=1

|A|∑

m=1,m�n

qnm
i−1 ∗ rlk ,nm

i−1 , (2)

nglk
i−1 = slk

i−1 − glk
i−1, (3)

g̃lk
i = clk ∗ T − ñglk

i (intra − domain), (4)

g̃lk
i = f lk

i ∗ T − ñglk
i (inter − domain), (5)

where A is a set of NSes to be considered, qnm
i−1 is the guided

traffic volume from NSn to NSm during (i-1)th interval, rlk ,nm
i−1

is 1 (if traffic from NSn to NSm passes lk) or 0 (otherwise),
f lk
i is the charging volume of transit link lk up to ith inter-

val. The tilde means an estimated value of corresponding
parameter. Firstly, the network operator distinguishes the
guided and non-guided traffic by subtracting the guided traf-
fic volume (glk

i−1) from the total traffic volume (slk
i−1) after

calculating glk
i−1 based on the peer reports. Then, the net-

work operator can estimate the non-guided traffic volume
for next interval (ñglk

i ) by applying the existing traffic es-
timation technique to nglk

i−1. For example, with the sliding
window of recent N intervals [7], ñglk

i is 1
N

∑i−1
j=i−N nglk

j . Fi-

nally, the network operator can estimate g̃lk
i by subtracting

Fig. 6 Estimation of guided traffic volume.
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(a) TOF - PGw 50 (b) TOF - PGw 100 (c) MLU - PGw

Fig. 7 Improvement with the guideline.

ñglk
i from clk ∗ T (that is an allowable traffic volume of the

intra-domain link during ith interval) or from f lk
i ∗ T (that is

allowable traffic volume of the transit link without increas-
ing the charging volume). Through this way, the network
operator may be able to estimate the allowable guided traf-
fic volume as the guidance without the guidance dependency
problem.

To use the peer-assisted approach, an appropriate tech-
nique needs to be applied to block false reports by malicious
peers. Malicious peers can fabricate the reports while act-
ing as the guided peers so that they can have better guid-
ance or other peers can be interrupted. Firstly, for safe de-
ployment, we need to limit the guided peers to authenticated
peers. We also need a way to prevent the authenticated ma-
licious peers from generating false feedback. For this, we
may be able to utilize existing work that employs a crypto-
graphic fair-exchange mechanism and shows its feasibility
through an implementation [19]. With the approach of [19],
each peer establishes a transport layer secure session with
the guidance server (that is managed by the network opera-
tor to generate and provide the guidances) when it joins P2P
network. The peer sends its ID and password over the secure
channel. Then, in return, the guidance server sends a shared
secret key to the peer. The shared secret key is used for peer
authentication. In data exchange, the guidance server acts
as the trusted third party mediating the exchange of content
among peers. When a peer A uploads to a peer B, it sends
encrypted content to peer B. To decrypt, B must request the
decryption key from the guidance server. The requests for
keys serve as the proof that A has uploaded some content to
B. Thus, when the guidance server receives a key request,
it credits A for uploading content to B. With this approach,
the guidance server may be able to collect valid peer-level
communication report with reasonable overhead.

To verify the feasibility of our guideline, we perform
additional simulations with the guideline. We first exam-
ine how the guideline mitigates the traffic oscillation prob-
lem (Fig. 7).† Even though PGw still utilizes the dynamic
networking information like PG, it shows lower TOF value
than PG, which means that the distinction of guided and
non-guided traffic leads to stable traffic control. Then, we
examine how the guideline affects the traffic distribution in
intra-domain. Figure 7 (c) shows that the guideline leads
to better traffic distribution than PG. This result supports

Table 5 Charging volume with the guideline.

Transit traffic (Mbits) Charging (Mbps)

PGw 100 18639 197
PGw 70 23606 206
PGw 50 28890 217
PGw 30 33140 222

(a) Approaches

(b) PGw

Fig. 8 Download completion time.

that the guideline enables the network operator to have more
accurate networking status, which leads to better guidance
improving the performance. We also examine the charging
volume with the guideline. As shown in Table 5, PGw re-
duces the amount of traffic through the transit link and the
charging volume compared to PG.

In summary, PG reflecting the dynamic networking sta-
tus is subject to the guidance dependency problem, which
leads to suboptimal performance. On the other hand, the
guideline results in additional performance improvement by
solving the guidance dependency problem through the dis-
tinction of guided and non-guided traffic.

Figure 8 shows the download completion time of peers.
DG, PG, PGw reduce the download completion time by

†PGw means PG with the guideline.
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around 50 seconds (5%) compared to BT. We conjecture
that a main factor for improving download completion time
is the traffic localization that is common in DG and PG. This
is also verified by several existing work [6], [10]. The per-
formance improvement by DG, PG, and PGw, however, is
not much in our study. We believe that the performance
improvement heavily depends on the underlying network
topology as well as a number of peers inside the same net-
work domain [10]. Figure 8 (b) shows the download com-
pletion time of guided and non-guided peers under various
ratios of the guided peers. Basically, the performance of
both increases as the ratio of guided peers increases. One
interesting observation is that the guided peers and the non-
guided peers show similar performance. Even though we
control INTERESTED message of the guided peers to fol-
low the guidances, it does not degrade the performance of
non-guided peers. It rather increases the performance of
the non-guided peers. This result shows that controlling the
message allows the guided peers to communicate with peers
(including the non-guided peers) that close to themselves
and have preferential guidance and thus that it leads to the
performance improvement of both peers. We observe same
result from DG and PG cases.

5. Related Work

There have been several bilateral cooperative approaches
based on the cooperation between the network operator and
the peers. In P4P [6], each peer has PID that may represent
its network position like AS. The pDistance indicates the
distance between a pair of PIDs (e.g., pDistance can be cal-
culated based on BGP preferences and financial costs) and
is used as the guidance. The basic idea of [8] and [9] is to
provide a list of ordered peers or paths according to the pre-
defined criteria. When a peer sends a list of possible neigh-
bors to the network operator, the network operator ranks
them according to certain criteria such as high bandwidth
links. Following these approaches, the IETF has recently
formed a working group for application layer traffic opti-
mization (ALTO) [21] aiming at defining a query-response
protocol between ALTO server that provides the guidance
(e.g., the network operator or authorized third party) and
ALTO client that queries the guidance (e.g., peers or dele-
gated entity). ALTO client passes the list of possible neigh-
bors to the ALTO server and the ALTO server returns the list
of possible neighbors, together with the guidance. Detailed
things about the guidance itself is out of scope of the ALTO
working group.

Some approaches focus on verification of existing bi-
lateral cooperative approaches under real environment and
its improvement. In [3], they show the win-win approach of
the network operator-friendly technique is hard to achieve
under real environment where peers are non-uniformly dis-
tributed. Then, they propose refinements of current propos-
als, allowing all users of P2P networks to be sure that their
application performance is not reduced. In [5], the authors
show that transmission cost of P2P streaming with ALTO

guidance can be reduced. They also show that the network
operator has to be careful not to over-localize traffic, for par-
ticularly delay-sensitive applications. If peers connect to too
many peers which are in the same AS but have low upload
capacity, chunk loss increases considerably resulting in poor
video quality.

There have also been unilateral approaches. In [4], they
try to answer some fundamental questions raised by in using
existing locality mechanisms (e.g., how far can we push lo-
cality?). In particular, they evaluate the impact of locality (in
the peer matching of BitTorrent) on inter-domain links traf-
fic and peers download completion time. In [10], peers use
CDN’s DNS redirection technique for finding their commu-
nication partners that are likely to be closer to themselves.
When a peer tries to choose its communication partner, it
calculates the cosine similarity between the ratio map (a dis-
tribution of DNS redirections) of itself and those of candi-
date peers and uses the results as the guidance. In [11], the
authors try to minimize the inter-domain cost by calculating
an AS path between arbitrary two peers and using it as the
guidance to select close peers in terms of AS hops.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we try to understand the intra and inter-domain
traffic control by available guidances from the existing ap-
proaches. Through simulations, we reveal that PG shows
better performance than DG in terms of various aspects in
intra and inter-domain traffic control. PG, however, shows
the guidance dependency problem that can lead to unsta-
ble traffic control when the dynamic networking status is
used for the guidance generation. To overcome the guid-
ance dependency problem, we propose the peer-assisted
measurement scheme and the traffic estimation-based guid-
ance generation. The simulation results verify the feasibil-
ity of guideline. We are developing the network operator-
friendly P2P traffic control technique based on the guide-
line. In particular, we plan to study a super-peer based peer-
assisted measurement to reduce traffic and computing over-
head while ensuring the security.
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